Stitching techniques for measuring X-ray synchrotron mirror topography.
Optical metrology and polishing techniques are continuously evolving to satisfy the increasingly stringent specifications required for X-ray optical components for synchrotron and free-electron laser light source beamlines. For both spherical and aspherical geometries, the most demanding applications may have target residual figure errors close to 1 nm. To achieve such specifications and maintain them in the optomechanical mount, it is critical to develop methods capable of measuring the topography of the optical surface over the clear aperture of the mirror. The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility optical metrology laboratory has developed a stitching tool initially aimed at measuring long flat mirrors up to 1 m long with a Fizeau interferometer. The system is routinely used providing 2D maps of the optical surface. The instrument capabilities have been extended to characterize moderately curved optics using a transmission flat element, and results obtained on a high quality spherical mirror with 120 m of radius of curvature are presented. As a novel approach of stitching application, the technique has been used to improve the measurement accuracy of the Fizeau interferometer when measuring short plane mirrors. Acquisition of 2D topographies on a short plane mirror by micro-stitching interferometry is also presented and discussed.